
Various configurations of the Structured WaterBearer (SWB) / NAT Portable Unit 

*************************************************************************************************** 

1) This is the basic 

configuration of the 

Structured WaterBearer.  

This configuration can 

be used for structuring 

water, filling containers 

and structured 

breathing:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) This is for taking 

structured showers.  The 

NAT portable unit will 

slide into the SWB 

chamber, with the funnel 

side of the portable unit 

on the left and the fluted 

outflow spout end on the 

right.   

 

 

 

Shower head end:       Shower pipe end: 

   



3)  Configuration for 

structuring 

approximately 12 

ounces of water 

multiple times quickly 

and easily.  After 

structuring, put 

portable unit spout 

over container.  

Remove spout plug 

first.  Then slowly 

loosen plug on other 

end and water will 

begin to flow into 

container. 

     

 

4)  Remove the 

bottom ring to 

turn the unit into 

a large funnel 

for pouring 

larger quantities 

of water through 

the unit with 

little chance of 

spilling:  

   

 

 

5) Screw the 

ring back on 

and use the 

plastic 

‘plunger’ as 
shown for 

pumping 

compressed 

structured air 

through the unit:  (also remove the blue plug on the other side so air flows 

through the SWB / NAT Portable unit)   



 

6) For structured breathing enhanced by essential oil on cotton ball:  Screw 

breathing tube with green / white connector onto the SWB chamber.  Put a 

drop of essential oil on the cotton ball, held in place on the other end by 

the shower end and ring as shown.  Breathe in through the flexible tubing. 

 

Structured breathing basics from Natural Action Technologies 

There are 5 basic steps for structured breathing.  Remember to 

relax and set your intention.  Repeat as many times as it takes to 

find Clarity and Higher Consciousness.  (But take it easy in the 

beginning).   

Remember to hold the opposite nostril shut while inhaling: 

1.  Breathe in through your Mouth and Out your Nose 

2. Breathe in through your Left Nostril and Out your Right Nostril 

3. Breathe in through your Right Nostril and Out your Left Nostril 

4. Breathe in through your Left Nostril and Out your Mouth 

5. Breathe in through your Right Nostril and Out your Mouth 

 
7) Another way to do 

structured breathing 

enhanced by essential 

oils is this: Pull the 

tubing off the green / 

white connector, and 

place a Q Tip that has 

been bent, with a drop 

or two of essential oil 

on it, into that end.  

Remove the shower 

piece with holes from 

the other end so the 

funnel of the NAT portable unit is exposed.  Breathe through the funnel end. 



 

8) A third way to do structured breathing enhanced by essential oils is this:  

Place a bottle of essential oil in the well of the plug fitting, within the 

chamber end pieces as shown: 

   

Screw on the SWB chamber.  Then place the NAT Portable unit into the SWB 

chamber, and screw on the top chamber ring.  You will then be able to move the 

NAT Portable unit back and forth to push compressed air mixed with essential 

oil up through the end of the Portable Unit: 

   

9) This configuration is for demonstrating the vortexing action of NAT 

structured water, and for structuring approximately 20 ounces of water 

multiple times very quickly.  Note:  The plastic tube was originally meant 

for compressing air through the SWB chamber.  It can also be used to 



show the vortexing action of NAT structured water.  However we do not 

advise using it on a regular basis for structuring water multiple times, as 

this may break down the lip of the plastic tube where the threads meet, 

especially if overtightened.  Thus, if you choose to use this configuration, 

tighten it gently and loosely.  If needed, you can always tighten it a bit later.     

These are the parts you’ll use: 

 

Seat the gasket on the threads of the plastic tube, which is placed inside the 

SWB chamber.  Pull the SWB chamber up to where the gasket is sitting.  Then 

screw the upper ring onto the SWB chamber threads (finger loose -  just enough 

so it doesn’t leak) to lock the NAT Portable unit, SWB chamber and plastic tube 

in place.  Finally, put the spout plug in the outflow end of the NAT Portable unit, 



to make it a closed system for rocking back and forth to structure the water 

inside multiple times. 

Other uses include the following:  Figure A is of a hose end unit for watering 

plants with a gentle shower.  This is the same configuration as for the shower 

configuration (2), only with a ¾” hose thread connector rather than a ½” pipe 
thread connector.  Figure B is of a hose end unit to spray structured water with a 

forceful jet.  This is the same as configuration 3), only with a hose end adapter in 

place of the plug. 

Figure A          Figure B 

   

All of the components making up the Structured WaterBearer chamber that 
houses the Natural Action Technologies Portable Unit, including accessory 
fittings / adapters and flex tubing, are NSF certified for drinking water 
systems.  And the plastic tube (AKA air ‘plunger’) including shower end piece 
are made of food grade plastic.   

   

For more info, contact the inventor Ken Liberty in Arizona at (520) 398-8385        

Or visit http://structuredwaterandair.com/product/structured-water-bearer/ 

http://structuredwaterandair.com/product/structured-water-bearer/

